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CMS’ ROLE IN CONTROLLING THE HEALTH MARKET 
 
 
In January 2015, the Department of Health and Human Services set the following goals. 
 
 End of 2016 End of 2018
Percentage of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ 
payments made through medical homes, accredited care 
organizations or bundled payment arrangements 

30 50 

Percentage of CMS payments tied to quality or value metrics 85 90 
 
CMS’ creation of new payment and delivery models is appropriate.  MHA supports efforts to find 
and deploy payment systems to bring more competition and efficiency to Medicare spending.  
However, Missouri hospitals have concerns about the agency’s approach.  CMS is designing new 
Medicare financing and delivery models as national “experiments” with multilayered “control” and 
“experimental” groups to enable a scientifically valid evaluation.  Laudable as the concept may be, it 
treats the nation’s hospitals as “lab rats” in the experimentation, with hospitals randomly assigned to 
implement components of a growing number of complex CMS initiatives.  CMS’ assignments and 
their unforeseen outcomes can affect a hospital’s ability to survive or thrive.   
 
MHA asserts that hospitals and other providers should compete based on their efficiency and 
effectiveness, not by advantages and disadvantages bestowed by regulatory fiat as to which of them 
are included in, or excluded from, the components of new CMS payment experiments. 
 
For example, CMS proposed regulations in July to create a new payment system for several types of 
cardiac care.  CMS picked 294 of the nation’s 384 metropolitan statistical areas as potential 
candidates for implementation.  After the rule is final, CMS will choose 98 MSAs to test the new 
model.  MSAs will be randomly assigned to control and experimental groups.   
 
This approach is replicated in other CMS initiatives.  Of the 67 MSAs selected by CMS for the joint 
replacement model, four are in Missouri.  A pending rule will, when final, impose a similar rubric 
upon hospitals regarding Medicare’s financing and delivery of outpatient drugs.  It involves 
partitioning most of the nation into 7,048 primary care service areas and assigning each to a position 
within a multilayered structure of experimental design that changes over time.  Other CMS models 
are queued up and still more are in development.  As their number increases, it will be ever more 
challenging to manage the diversity and complexity of CMS requirements.  The challenge will be 
exacerbated if hospitals and/or clinics must follow different Medicare payment standards for the 
same service within a common corporate billing system. 
 
CMS’ approach dictates “winners” and “losers” among hospitals based on their assigned roles in 
Medicare’s experiments.  This affects not only the MSAs’ hospitals, but also their residents.  The 
models are intended to extract savings from the experimental groups, and leave the control group 
unscathed.  On the flip side, the control group hospitals will be denied a role as early adopters.  
 
As troubling is that CMS’ recent regulatory pronouncements and responses reflect uncertainty about 
the effect of these financing and delivery model experiments on access and quality of care.  


